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Welcome to the e-book "How to compete with E-Commerce
Giants"!  

If  you've often wondered how to quickly create unique

product descriptions ,  then we have good news for you:
here's the solution .

In this e-book you wil l  be guided through the most important
steps of how text automation can be done for you almost by
itself  -  with Xanevo .

WWW.XANEVO.COM
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Most big e-commerce websites are already automatical ly
creating a great share of the content of their websites
without l i ft ing a f inger anymore. 

Product and marketing managers have switched from hir ing
fleets of copywriters and translators to focussing on content
strategy, as the creation of content is majorly automated.

We’ve already helped big players such as OTTO, s.Oliver

and Best Buy  as well  as several SMEs  to reduce their pain
when it  comes to creating high-quality product descriptions
for a highly competit ive market.

With our AI-assisted content writ ing tool,  we are able to
automatically generate text content  for our customers
between a few hundred copies up to tens of thousands. This
is especial ly the case when it  comes to fashion or multi-
brand e-commerces. 

Al l  our customers have one thing in common: loads of
structured data and the desire for organic page growth in
order to skyrocket their traffic and sales. 

Some business cases have shown traff ic increases above 70%
as well  as conversion uplifts above the mark of 20% through
quality content and personalization.

Chapter one
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Shorter time-to-market periods  as content can be
generated on demand - for both national and
international content

Content strategy improvements  as content
management moves to more central ized approaches

Colossal time and money savings  per generated text
increased customer retention rates  because of
psychological buyer aspects relating to personalized
content

Decreased product return rates  due to more detai led
product descriptions, better product context and
stronger cal l  to actions

Chapter two
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Along with improved f inancial  performance, advantages that
can be observed are:

WHY XANEVO? -

ADVANTAGES FOR YOU

Highly converting

Unique 
  
Search engine optimized   
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By visit ing online shops of your competitors you are
probably able to determine whether they are already using
automated content generation for creating product

descriptions  (as well  as other copies, such as SEO tit les,
SEO descriptions, etc.).

How you ask? 

By looking at their text volume, text coverage throughout
al l  products or categories, and the quality of meta

information .

SET YOURSELF APART FROM

OTHER E-COMMERCES

Chapter three
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Not only does that improve the overall

data quality  but this wil l  also
tremendously l ift  search engine ranks  of
product pages and f i lter pages. 

An increased amount of page visitors
through search engines means that
visitors f ind products that are relevant to
them, hence increasing your sales .

Chapter three
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We know that this is achievable through tradit ional ways,
such as hir ing f leets of copywriters and translators.  That’s a
tedious process, requires lots of f inancial  resources per
product page and at the end - after weeks or even months of
wait ing - you are going to have thousands of pages with
similar content.

The tradit ional way isn’t for you. At least not in the long run.
What if  you need to update a copy?  What if  you want to l ist
new products ,  for instance, seasonal products? Perhaps you
want to switch your tone of voice? Eventual ly,  Google
changes its ranking algorithms and your keyword strategy is
outdated?

Imagine if  you could produce text copies  or reproduce them
with adaptabil ity to changing requirements with the push of

a button .  Wouldn’t that help your business in the long run?

Let us explain to you how.

The tradit ional

way isn’t for you.

At least not in the

long run.

Chapter three
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You have probably asked yourself:  “Can’t I  just have an

Excel script do all  the work for me?”,  haven’t you? For
instance, a ‘smart’  Excel sheet could be created that takes in
a few product parameters and f i l ls  those into blanks of a
copy template, isn’t that r ight?

THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND IT

Can’t I  just have

an Excel script do

all  the work for

me?

Chapter four
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The disadvantages of that are pretty obvious. The described
method requires lots of coding  in order to be able to cover
al l  l inguistic varieties that a text can be shaped into based on
its data. Also, this is  highly impersonal ,  produces duplicate

content ,  is  hard to maintain  and simply not scalable  for
huge amounts of data.
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Don’t worry, we have exactly the r ight solution  to solve
named issues. 

Even though we are using an AI-assisted system  we have
full  control  over text structures, tone of voice, blackl isted
words, the amount and choice of keywords as well  as many
other copy writ ing aspects.

Chapter four
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Create a text concept  for a certain product category
(with similar or overlapping data attr ibutes) - only once 

.

.
Connect your data  with the text concept and let out
software handle data transformations, logics, grammatical
aspects and translations

.

.
Generate copies  based on masses of different data with
the 

Using our software fol lows a simple idea :

1.

a.
b.

2.

a.
b.

3.

click of a button

Text concepts should always be created by professional

content writers  and not by AI-based systems that use fancy
buzzwords and abbreviations (you might have heard of neural
networks, such as GPT-2 or GPT-3). 

If  we fol low out three steps we wil l  always have ful l  control
over the context of produced content.

Chapter four
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I  have so many different

product types and I  want

to address several buyer

personas, how can I  st i l l

achieve that?

Some might wonder: “I  have so many different product

types and I  want to address several buyer personas, how

can I  stil l  achieve that?” Great question, simple answer.

WHAT ABOUT

PERSONALIZATION?

Chapter f ive
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Based on product attributes  we are able to define target
groups for different types of products.  If  we identify those
correctly,  we can tai lor product descriptions to exactly
those target groups.

 

General ly speaking, there are two main ways to  personalize

your product descriptions based off data:

1.

a.

Chapter f ive

 
 

Based on 1st,  2nd or 3rd party data of your page visitors,
we can determine which buyer persona  they might belong
to. Let’s say you are able to cluster your customers into
four common categories: f irst visitor,  buyer,  comparer and
researcher.  We are not only able to create personalized

content  for each of those buyer personas, but also display
it blazing fast within page load time .

1 .
a.

2.
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Stil l  not sure if  our service

might be a profitable decision

for your e-commerce

business?

Chapter six
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I f  you can answer the fol lowing questions with “Yes” ,  then
you should not wait to get in touch with us :

DON’T HESITATE. AUTOMATE.

Are you planning to automatical ly produce at least 1000

texts

..

 
.

Is data available  or are you able to build a data base? 

.1 .
 
.
Is there a need to generate text in more than one

language?

1.

a.
b.
c.

2.

And especial ly get in touch if  the answer to the next question
is “Yes” as well :

a.
1.
2.
3.

Chapter six
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Other posit ive aspects that our customers are experiencing is
the insanely low time frame in which new product

descriptions  can be freshly published ,  partial ly updated or
completely recreated .

TIME TO MARKET

Chapter seven
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-80%

on average
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Additional ly,  the price per text drops drastical ly.  Besides
opportunity costs based on the t ime of your employees that
is needed to contract copy writers,  the cost per text drops

dramatical ly due to our scalable cloud architecture .

PRICE PER TEXT

Chapter eight
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And if  that’s not enough benefits already: 
As already mentioned, including the right keywords  wil l
ramp up your search engine ranking, thus increase your

organic page traffic  and inevitably lead to higher sales .

TRAFFIC & CONVERSION

Chapter nine
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+113% +101% +79% -35%

Visit Sales
Domain

Authority

Bounce

Rate
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WWW.XANEVO.COM

JOIN OVER 500 COMPANIES

OF ALL SIZE
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Let´s work on your

scalable future -

Together
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Are you ready to be taken on a journey of

pain-free text production and more

revenue  while you can lay back and focus

on truly important tasks rather than

organizing countless product copies?

Contact us.

Chapter eleven
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info@xanevo.com

+49 175 6885248

Or  book an appointment with one of

our  content automation specialists:  

just click

https://calendly.com/xanevo/30min
http://www.xanevo.com/
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Jan Kaiser,  Timo Tzschetzsch, Jeffrey Lim

Xanevo GmbH
Reutestraße 58
78467 Konstanz

Germany
Email :  info@xanevo.com
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